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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Braces often used in the treatment of malocclusion. However, in recent years malocclusion no longer becomes the reason for orthodontic treatment. Many people use it merely for a lifestyle purpose, and most of them got it from the dental quack. This study was aimed to understand the influencing factors of the citizen of Bandung preferences towards dental quack on constructing custom-made orthodontic appliances. Methods: This study was a cross-sectional study with purposive sampling technique consisted of 30 samples. The inclusion criteria were subject wearing dental quack custom-made orthodontic appliance; citizen of Bandung; and willing to participate in the study. Exclusion criteria were subject refused to participate in the study. Results: The study showed that most of the subject (73%) were using the treatment for the teeth alignment, and only a few were using for the lifestyle purpose only. From all subjects wearing orthodontic appliance, 63% of them were chosen dental quack custom-made orthodontic appliance due to the lower price, and 37% of the rest due to peer’s suggestion who had it before. The combination of the low income with the needs of orthodontic treatment and inadequate information regarding orthodontic appliance such as dental braces affected the subjects preferences towards the dental quack custom-made orthodontic appliance. Overall, the socioeconomic environment is the most influencing factor of preference. Conclusion: A lower price was the most influencing factor of high preferences for the dental quack custom-made orthodontic appliance.
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INTRODUCTION

The ideal dental arrangement is needed to improve the oral cavity function and better appearance. A treatment chose to achieve this goal is the fixed orthodontic appliance. Malocclusion treatment with the fixed orthodontic appliance usually takes one to two years, or even more. In the past, the treatment gave the unwanted social impression such as ugly and strange looks and nerdy stigma. Also, the cost of the fixed orthodontic appliance was expensive and can only be made and performed by orthodontists. These conditions make fixed orthodontic appliance considered as an expensive and exclusive treatment.
Nowadays, malocclusion is not becoming the only reason for orthodontic treatment. Fixed orthodontic appliance use has become a symbol of the high society status, exemplified by many celebrities.\textsuperscript{2,5} This condition has created a style wave in the society. Some of the capable societies will visit the orthodontists to get fixed orthodontic appliance treatment, but for those who had no affordability and want to get a lower price, will go to the dental quack.\textsuperscript{5,7}

Research on orthodontic treatment performed by unauthorized dental quack discovered that the people who go to the dental quacks instead of dentists were mostly teenagers and young adults. Peers, mass media, and internet play important roles in the decision making of fixed orthodontic appliance usage.\textsuperscript{5,7} These people were not only come from low socioeconomic backgrounds, some even having higher education and live in big cities with many orthodontists. This study was aimed to understand the influencing factors of the citizen of Bandung preferences towards dental quack on constructing custom-made orthodontic appliances.

\textbf{METHODS}

This research was a cross-sectional research with a population was the citizen of Bandung used dental quack custom-made fixed orthodontic appliances. The sampling technique used is accidental sampling. The sample of this study was the citizens met both inclusion and exclusion criteria. The inclusion criteria were subjects wearing dental quack custom-made orthodontic appliance; citizen of Bandung; and willing to participate in the study, with exclusion criteria were subjects refused to participate in the study. The total sample was 30 subjects. Questionnaires were given directly and indirectly (online survey) to the citizen of Bandung randomly.

\textbf{RESULTS}

From the total of 30 subjects, most respondent’s were female (as much as 27 people, 90\%). Comparison of male and female respondent was 1: 9. The age of respondents was ranged from 11 to 46 years old, with the average value was 21.10 years old (SD 6.04) and the most frequency was 20 years old. Characteristics of the sample based on gender and age were shown in Figure 1a and 1b.

The respondent’s occupation (or respondent’s parent’s occupation, if the respondent was unemployed) were private employees (12 respondents); government employees (4 respondents); self-employed (8 respondents); and others (6 respondents). The respondent’s income (or respondent’s parent’s income, if the respondent has no income) were categorized into less than Rp. 100,000 per month (2 people); Rp. 101,000 - Rp. 500,000 per month (1 respondent); Rp.
Characteristics of the sample based on occupation and income were presented in Figure 2a and 2b.

During the treatment by the dental quack, all respondent was not doing the routine visit for the treatment control, only about 1-3 times after the orthodontic appliance installment. Respondent who’s doing a-one-time control visit was as much as 13 respondents; twice was as much as 4 respondents; and thrice was as much as 13 respondents. Characteristics of the sample based on the frequency of control visit to the dental quack were presented in Figure 3a.

Malocclusion can cause many problems psychologically and physiologically. Individual
reason for having a fixed orthodontic appliances treatment may include either or both of these factors. Respondent whose having fixed orthodontic appliances treatment for improving appearance was as much as 22 respondents; whilst due to the mastication problems were as much as 10 respondents. Respondent’s reasons for having fixed orthodontic appliances treatment were shown in Figure 3b.

The fixed orthodontic appliances treatment was able to increase the user confidence by improving appearance and mastication ability and eliminate abnormalities caused by malocclusion. Respondent’s purposes for having fixed orthodontic appliances included the teeth alignment (22 respondents); improving appearance with colourful dental braces (14 respondents); and following the fashion trends (9 respondents). The respondent’s purposes for having fixed orthodontic appliances treatment was shown in Figure 4a.

Orthodontists should do the installation of the fixed orthodontic appliances. The respondent’s reasons for having fixed orthodontic appliances included the low cost (19 respondents); uncomplicated procedures (13 respondents); peer’s suggestion (13 respondents); imitating peers (13 respondents); and the parent’s suggestion (3 respondents). The respondent’s reasons for having fixed orthodontic appliances treatment was presented in Figure 4b.

DISCUSSION

The research conducted by Jung in 2010 showed the effect of malocclusion towards the decreased of confidence in women was more significant than men.9-11 This condition encouraged women more than men on having fixed orthodontics appliances treatment.9-13 In this study, the aesthetic factor on using fixed orthodontic appliances more likely encouraged women than men.

After puberty, malocclusions obviously seen due to the rapid growth of the maxillary, mandibular, and nasal bones that changes the face appearance.10,11 However, many people just realize the needs for orthodontic treatment in the young adulthood period (> 17 years).12 Dissatisfaction with their teeth condition increases with age. Therefore, the most age period of fixed orthodontic appliances users is the 17-25 years old period of age.

According to the Asian Development Bank (ADB), middle-class people are people with an income range of Rp. 26,000 - Rp. 260,000 per day / Rp. 780,000 - Rp. 7,800,000 per month14. In this research, the subject’s income level was mostly above Rp. 1,000,000 per month. This condition indicates that most of the subject was coming from the middle-class society. No presence of the subjects coming from the poor society showed that orthodontic treatment needs would be able to fulfilled for the middle-class society.

The research conducted by Bos in 2005 showed that the patient’s obedience was influenced by the patient’s satisfaction with the treatment.15 The research conducted by Utami in 2014 showed the patient’s satisfaction level towards the dental quack was low, measured by the completeness and hygiene of the equipment used.5 Dissatisfaction of the dental quack’s treatment was suspected of becoming the main reason for the patient’s absence in the control treatment visit afterwards, only a few subjects came back to the dental quack for treatment control visit. Most of the subjects came once only for the installation of fixed orthodontic appliances and never came back for any control visit. This condition is prospering the fixed orthodontic appliances treatment by the dental quack because there is no information shared about any damage caused by the treatment.

The posterior region malocclusion will lead to adaptation and compensation mechanisms that arise along with changes occurred in the tooth alignment and inclination. The persistence of this type of malocclusion does not occur the mastication problem. This condition supported the fact that only a few subjects having fixed orthodontic appliances treatment due to the mastication problem. Besides, the improvement of the patient’s body health was not significant because malocclusion did not cause pain. Long-term effects of successfully corrected malocclusion were not the patient’s purpose for orthodontic treatment.9,13,17

According to the study conducted by Jung in 2010, the anterior region malocclusion was the main cause of the fixed orthodontic appliances treatment.9 The main problem of
the subject in this study was the aesthetic problem. This condition made the patient’s appearance becoming unattractive decreasing the patient’s confidence. Besides, the subjects entering pubertal age wanted the more attractive appearance to be socially acceptable in their peer’s environment.\(^9,^{12}\) Young adult subjects wanted malocclusion correction for professional reasons.\(^{17,18}\) All subjects wanted the better tooth alignment by using the fixed orthodontic appliances. The corrected anterior malocclusion was able to increase the patient’s self-confidence to make the patient was more welcomed in their peer and working environment.\(^{9,12,17-19}\)

The research conducted by Zahra in 2009 showed that all of the research subjects wanted to have a good tooth alignment but refused to have a fixed orthodontic appliances treatment due to the unattractive appearance of the appliances (dental braces).\(^1,^{20}\) Study conducted by Rosvall et al. and Rivera et al. also resulted the same, but the study was done in Europe, and therefore, was less representing the characteristics of Indonesian people. Another research conducted at Jakarta in 2014 showed that the subject research was having a fixed orthodontic appliances treatment for aesthetical and lifestyle reason.\(^3\) In this research, however, discovered that in 3 years after, there was a decrease in the number of patients having a fixed orthodontic appliances treatment for the same reason. These patients were prioritizing more on the treatment results rather than the process.

According to the research conducted by Utami in 2014, the low cost of custom-made orthodontic appliances including the installment (below Rp.1,000,000) becoming the main reason for the patients having orthodontic treatment in the dental quack.\(^3\) Most of the research subject’s income level was above Rp.1,000,000, and therefore, the treatment was becoming more affordable. Besides, the purpose of having orthodontic treatment will not be accomplished due to the absence of control treatment to the dental quack. Most of the people considered that by merely installing a fixed orthodontic appliance will fix the teeth alignment automatically, without any control treatment visit needed. The dentists should educate the people to fix this wrong paradigm.

The research conducted by Stephens discovered that information regarding dental health care mostly came from the dentists.\(^21\) Whilst in the rest of the research subjects that were rarely or never get any dental health care, the information came from the peer, mass media, family, and social media.\(^9,^{19,21}\) However, this study showed that the influence of peers or family towards the preferences of orthodontic treatment were less significant. The influencing information was suspected to come from the social media.\(^22\)

Bandung is one of the big city with the total population of 2.5 million people, with 40% amongst them are adolescents and young adults whom becoming the main focus of this research. The average level in Bandung is high school-educated, with the most occupation is in the private sector. With the low poverty level (about 5%), Bandung is the city with high population of middle-class society.\(^23\) This socioeconomic condition is becoming the reason for a high demand for the custom-made fixed orthodontic appliances from the dental quack.

CONCLUSION

A lower price was the most influencing factor of high preferences for the dental quack custom-made orthodontic appliance.
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